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Abstract— A car navigation system’s job is to plan a good route
from an origin to a destination. There are many different options
how this can be accomplished. Path choices can be calculated
based on static road map representations, or they can take into
account dynamic information like, e. g., known road blocks or
the current traffic situation. More recently, the idea has gained
ground that navigation systems could even cooperate in order to
co-ordinate route choices so as to proactively avoid the formation
of traffic jams. While several heuristics for algorithms to improve
the vehicles’ route choices have been proposed, little is known
about the potential benefit of such optimizations. How much can
we gain if dynamic information exchange and/or co-ordination
between vehicles are used? Answering this question requires to
obtain information on the travel times realized by “best possible”,
globally co-ordinated route choices—and therefore the solution
of a highly complex optimization problem. Here, we propose a
method to accomplish this. We use genetic algorithm optimization
to jointly evolve the route choices of all cars in a street network
iteratively towards an optimal solution, where the quality of each
intermediate optimization step is assessed using a road traffic
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Car navigation systems get increasing attention and popular-
ity. The navigation system helps the user to find his best route
from an origin to a destination. The selection of this optimal
route is, in essence, the solution of a shortest path problem
in directed graphs, and can thus be solved by algorithms like
Dijkstra’s algorithm, the A* algorithm [1] or the Bellman-
Ford algorithm. Static map data forms the foundation for this
functionality, but most modern devices use multiple sources of
information and take various dynamic variables like the current
traffic situation or historical traffic data into account when
finding an optimal path. As of today, though, the decision in
practice is generally a local one: the route choice is optimized
per vehicle, minimizing the anticipated travel time of this one
driver.

Such a local optimization from each driver’s perspective,
though, does not necessarily mean that an optimal point for
the system as a whole is reached. In fact, it could mean that all
drivers choose one route and a major traffic jam forms, while
with proper distribution across multiple routes each single
driver would be better off. Even with perfect information for
all drivers, selfish route choices can lead to a highly suboptimal
global situation—the price of anarchy is potentially high [2].

While several heuristic approaches to optimize route choices
by cooperation between the individuals have been proposed
[3], [4], there is no way to tell how far away from globally
optimal routes (in whatever sense) those solutions actually
are: if 5 % improvement is the best that can be reached,
a heuristic which results in a 4 % improvement would be
considered very good; if 20 % improvement are possible, the
same heuristic would appear in a different light. The question
how much improvement can be achieved in different kinds of
road networks, if all the optimization potentials are fully used,
has, so far, not been assessed in sufficient depth.

Here, we therefore do not aim for a route selection method
that is directly applicable to the selection of routes in a
real, live traffic scenario. But we discuss a methodology
which is able to jointly optimize the route choices of all
vehicles in a given scenario, in order to assess the optimization
potential. To this end, we employ genetic algorithms [5].
Genetic algorithms have often be used very successfully to
solve complex optimization problems. We argue that they
are also well-suited to the structure of our problem. We
employ a genetic algorithm in combination with microscopic
traffic simulation in order to evaluate the quality (“fitness”) of
candidate solutions (“individuals”). Thereby, the set of routes
for all vehicles is jointly evolved, so as to optimize the choices
with regard to a global target function.

Besides their utility as a benchmark, we expect the obtained
globally optimized routes to also provide valuable hints on
how to design good heuristics: by analyzing the chosen opti-
mal routes in different scenarios, we hope to identify patterns
which can be taken up in the design of future cooperative
routing algorithms.

This paper is structured as follows. After reviewing related
work in Sec. II, we formally define the optimization problem in
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we then introduce the genetic algorithm
which we use for optimization. In Sec. V, we present and
discuss first results and experiences that we obtained from
applying the proposed methodology to simple scenarios. Fi-
nally, in Sec. VI, we conclude this paper with a summary of
our results and insights, along with a discussion of intended
directions for future work.



II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there have been numerous papers that
focused on improving route choices in road traffic networks.
For example, [4] introduces an approach to optimize traffic
flow using a genetic algorithm. This approach is targeted
to practical use in a real world traffic information system
by periodically repeating short-time forecasts of the traffic
situation. We, in contrast, do not want to optimize routes online
based on limited knowledge. We rather aim to quantify how
much can be gained by searching for the best solution given
perfect knowledge.

In [6], the authors’ goal is again finding the optimal dis-
tribution of traffic in road networks. Their approach is to use
an evolutionary game, Minority Game. They show that near-
optimal traffic distribution can be achieved even when drivers
choose their routes independently and without communication.
However, they are working in a simple scenario with several
highly simplified abstractions, whereas we use microscopic
traffic simulations and therefore operate on a much more
realistic view of road traffic.

In [7], a mathematical approach to optimizing traffic from
the systems perspective is pursued. Again, do the complexity
of the problem, several abstractions are made—for instance,
static traffic flows are assumed. By using our genetic algo-
rithm based optimization strategy, we are able to avoid such
simplifications.

The existing body of work on traffic flow improvement in
a more general sense includes, for example, approaches like
[3], where an ant-hierarchical fuzzy system is applied. Yet, it
is generally unknown how far those approaches are from an
optimal solution—and this is just the question we are targeting
here.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assume the road map being represented by a graph G =
(V,E), consisting of a set of vertices V which represent the
intersections of the road network, and a set of directed arcs
E ⊂ V ×V which describes the existing roads as directed
connections between pairs of vertices. Further assume that
there are z cars c1, . . . ,cz in the road network, with car c
starting its journey at time tc

0 . The route of car c is a sequence
of kc links, i. e., Rc =(lc

1, . . . , l
c
kc
), where ∀i∈{1, . . . ,kc} : lc

i ∈E
and for i ∈ {2, . . . ,kc} it holds that the i-th link starts at the
vertex where the i−1-st link ended.

Each link l ∈ E is associated with a function fl ; fl(t) is the
travel time that it will take a vehicle entering link l at time t to
traverse the link. This function depends on the traffic density
and the characteristics of the respective road segment. It relates
to the fundamental diagram used in traffic engineering. The
functions fl are therefore, in turn, influenced by the route
choices of the cars in a non-trivial way. This is what makes
the optimization problem so complex.

Consequently, the time at which car c has traversed the i-th
link along its route is

tc
i = tc

i−1 + flc
i
(tc

i−1), (1)

and the car’s total travel time is given by

Tc =
kc

∑
i=1

flc
i
(tc

i−1) = tc
kc
− tc

0. (2)

In order to find the “best” routes for all cars, it is first
necessary to define by which measure this decision is to
be made. There are many possible choices for the target
function. It is for example conceivable to minimize the mean
of the absolute travel times, or the average (or maximal)
level of congestion on the road networks links. Here, we
propose to optimize the route choices in such a way that
the mean relative improvement in the cars’ individual travel
times is maximized. The relative improvement is measured
compared to the situation in which each car is individually
and egoistically driving the shortest path. That is, for each
individual car we determine the travel time if no optimization
is in place; for car c, we denote this travel time by T̂c. We
then consider the ratio Tc/T̂c, which describes the relative
improvement (or deterioration) for car c: a ratio smaller than
one means that the car’s travel time has improved (i. e., it has
reduced), a ratio larger than one corresponds to a deterioration
for the individual car. Our target function is the mean relative
gain of the cars, i. e., we minimize the expression

z

√
z

∏
i=1

Tci

T̂ci

. (3)

By using the relative changes instead of the absolute ones,
we prevent longer routes from being favored during the
optimization at the cost of ignoring shorter routes. Other target
functions are equally well usable in our framework, so that
this choice is not critical for the applicability of the method
in general.

IV. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM

Due to the complex codependencies, the optimization prob-
lem is very difficult. Here, we tackle it by using a genetic
algorithm. Genetic algorithms are a way to probabilistically
search for an optimum regarding a predefined optimization
criterion. The underlying model is borrowed from the evolu-
tion of living organisms. They operate by iteratively refining a
fixed-size population of solution candidates, which are called
individuals. In our case, an individual corresponds to a set
of route choices: a specific driving route for each single car.
These route choices are encoded in a bit field, termed the
individual’s chromosome.

The first generation of individuals is generated randomly.
For all the individuals, the target function is evaluated; in the
context of genetic algorithms, the value of the target function
is also called fitness. A number of operations (selection,
crossover, and random mutation) are then executed on the
population, taking into account the determined fitness values.
These operations generate new individuals forming a new
generation. The intention is to preserve the beneficial prop-
erties of good individuals, while adding sufficient randomness
in order to find yet better points in the optimization space.



Consequently, properties of individuals with high fitness values
are more likely to end up in the newly generated individuals.
The fitness of all individuals in the new generation is assessed
again, and the process is repeated.

In order to encode the cars’ route choices for an individual
into a chromosome without generating a too complex solution
space, we limit the number of possible route choices for each
car to a fixed set of k alternative routes. This seems appropri-
ate, since most routes that are theoretically conceivable (huge
detours, routes with cycles,. . . ) are not viable options anyway.
We obtain the k path alternatives for a given car by an iterative
penalty method [8]: Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied k times.
Initially, a road segment’s cost is set to its length divided by the
maximum allowed speed on the segment. Whenever a segment
is used on a path, its weight is increased by multiplying it by
a constant factor y. This makes the segment less likely to be
chosen again on alternative routes. y has to be chosen in such a
way that a segment is re-used only in cases where no suitable
alternative exists. In the road network used in our evaluations,
y = 4 has shown to give good results.

In a practice, one should choose k as a power of two (we
use k = 8 here), so that the route choice for a car can be
encoded in log2 k bits, and each combination of bit values is
a valid entry. Consequently, a chromosome is a bit string of
length z · log2(k) bits. The bits [(i−1) · log2(k), . . . , i · log2(k)[
represent the route choice for car ci.

In order to obtain the resulting travel times of all cars in
different configurations, we use the microscopic traffic simu-
lator SUMO [9]. Before starting the optimization process, we
once run a simulation where cars drive along their individually
and independently chosen shortest paths. From this simulation
run, we obtain the baseline travel time values T̂c used in the
target function. During the optimization, in order to evaluate
the fitness of a given individual, we run simulations in which
cars choose the routes as determined by the chromosome under
evaluation. Thereby we obtain the values Tc, so that we can
determine the fitness according to (3). In order to reduce the
simulation time per generation, our implementation distributes
the simulations for assessing the individuals in a populations
across the machines in a cluster.

The crossover operation generates new individuals for the
next generation. To do so, it picks two candidates using the
Roulette Wheel Selection method [10], which prefers individ-
uals with good fitness. The chromosomes of these individuals
are cut at a random point. By concatenating the left part of the
first individual’s chromosome and the right part of the second
individual’s, a new one is formed. After an individual has been
sampled in this way, a mutation operation flips each bit in the
chromosome with some probability (we use p = 0.001 here),
causing random route changes for a small fraction of the cars.

V. RESULTS

For our results presented here, we use a street map of the
German city of Eichstädt grabbed from the OpenStreetMap
[11] project. We imported it into SUMO using netconvert,
SUMO’s map conversion tool.
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Fig. 1. CDF of the relative travel times in the congested scenario, after ten
generations.

In order to test our methodology, we concentrated on two
extreme cases. In both scenarios, the simulations include
250 cars, and we simulate a duration of 250 minutes. The
scenarios differ in the distributions of the cars’ starting times
and their origin-destination pairs, though. In the congested
case, scenario A, there is highly concentrated traffic, where
all cars drive along the same route. Moreover, all cars enter
the simulation close to its beginning, with 1 s fixed spacing.
In the other case, scenario B, sources and destinations are
chosen uniformly over the whole road network, and vehicles
enter at uniformly distributed points in time. In this scenario,
no congestion builds up and traffic flows smoothly even if each
cars individually chooses the best route.

For the initial results presented here, we use a population
size of 100 individuals for the genetic algorithm. On our
machines, each simulation run takes ca. 5 min; distributed
over six machines, an evolution over ten generations takes
approximately 14 hours. The time for the operations of the
genetic algorithm itself is negligible.

In Figure 1, we plot the per-car relative travel time gains in
scenario A after ten generations. The plot shows the cumulative
distribution of these values. As discussed above, values below
one mean that the car has improved its travel time. As can be
seen, this is the case for the majority of cars; improvements of
up to 65 % are reached for individual cars. For some cars, the
travel time deteriorates. This may indicate that a globally good
solution indeed requires some cars to actually drive longer than
if they entered the traffic jam. If this picture is confirmed once
we obtained more results with our simulation methodology,
an interesting research question arises: how could drivers be
incentivized to voluntarily accept a deterioration, in order to
improve the global outcome?

During the simulation we have found that the genetic
algorithm converges very quickly to a virtually optimal point.
The reason for this behaviour can be seen in the nature of this
scenario: due to very high congestion, the possible travel speed
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Fig. 2. Progress of the target function in the non-congested scenario.

on the shortest path gets so low that picking almost any other
alternative route leads to an improvement in the cars’ travel
times. In fact, since alternative routes are virtually free (recall
that all vehicles concentrate on the same origin-destination
pair), a randomized choice between one of the k alternative
paths distributes vehicles well and is thus not unlikely to yield
a good result. This is just what happens when individuals for
the first generation of the genetic algorithm are sampled—
so, the existence of a very good individual from the very
beginning is a likely event.

As one might expect, the results in the non-congested
scenario B are quite different. Clearly, if there is no noteworthy
congestion, there is not much optimization potential: if every
car follows its individually calculated shortest path route, we
will be very close to the optimal point. Therefore, it is to
be expected that the target function converges to one over
the generations. Indeed, we notice that the genetic algorithm
does by far not as quickly converge to a stable level as in
the congested scenario. In contrast to the congested situation,
initial random choices may be expected to be quite far off the
ideal—which is again just what we observe.

Figure 2 shows the progress of the target function over
14 generations. The y axis shows the target function of the
best individual in the respective generation, which, slowly,
moves towards the anticipated long-term limit of 1—which, in
essence, means that each car will again choose its individually
shortest path. Over the generations evaluated here, there is
continuous improvement, but the results are still far off the
ones obtained with individually optimized routes. Many cars
are still worse off. Due to limited available computation time,
we were not yet able to verify the long-term evolution, and
leave this for future work.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In summary, the first results provided here clearly underline
that the potential for optimization heavily depends on the
traffic situation: if there is no substantial congestion, then very
obviously the possible gain of coordinated route choices is

close to zero. If, on the other hand, there is substantial conges-
tion and if viable alternative paths are available, much can be
gained. In this case, though, our observations corroborate the
suspicion that a randomized choice between some reasonable
route alternatives might indeed not be far off the optimal
strategy. Moreover, our results already raise the problem how
to deal with those drivers who’s travel times increase—and a
plethora of follow-up questions related to the acceptance of
such route choices, or appropriate incentive or compensation
mechanisms. Using our methodology, we now have the tools
to assess these issues in more depth.

Our future work, consequently, will first focus on obtaining
more results with larger simulation scenarios, more gener-
ations, different target functions, and a greater variety of
different traffic situations. We plan to use computing clusters
in order to simulate more complex city scenarios, like for
instance the TAPASCologne scenario with realistic origin-
destination matrices [12].

We also hope to learn about the structure of “good” route
choices from our results. Even if our approach is not directly
usable for route choices in real navigation systems—because
it requires global knowledge, even about cars entering in the
future—we intend to extract hints about how optimal routing
can be done from a global systems perspective.
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